Because much of this information does not exist within peer-reviewed literature, much would be gained through a conference on the subject that evaluates various procedures and establishes consensus recommendations for best practices, including creation of a verified information exchange mechanism. The time is ripe for the development of standards and consensus guidelines involving AE-HLCT.
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### Corrections

**Vol. 24, No. 10**

A grant number was listed incorrectly in Human Pegivirus in Patients with Encephalitis of Unclear Etiology, Poland (I. Bukowska-Ośko et al.). The Polish National Science Center grant number should be 2017/25/B/NZ6/01463. The article has been corrected online (https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/24/10/18-0161_article).

**Vol. 25, No. 2**

The number of cases of West Nile neuroinvasive disease was listed incorrectly in the abstract of Acute and Delayed Deaths after West Nile Virus Infection, Texas, USA, 2002–2012 (D.C.E. Philpott et al.). The article has been corrected online (https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/25/2/18-1250_article).